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rexus mouse is an attractive mouse. this mouse comes in three different colors, charcoal, white, and
red. the mouse has an ergonomic design that offers premium control and comfort. the mouse comes

with laser technology to enhance the tracking performance and image stability. the mouse is also
compatible with windows and mac computers. rexus mouse is a professional gaming mouse. the
mouse comes in 3 colors: red, gray, and yellow. the mouse has an ergonomic design that offers
premium control and comfort. the mouse comes with laser technology to enhance the tracking

performance and image stability. the mouse is also compatible with windows and mac computers.
the rexus mouse is compatible with all major operating systems. it can be used on windows xp,

windows vista, windows 7, windows 8, windows 10, mac os x lion, mac os x 10.5 and 10.6. it can be
used with any modern mouse. i am finally getting to the bottom of this. i did not originally take the
device apart to find the settings for it. so far, i have found that the lowest button on my device, the
top one, is called the left click on the rexus mouse. the middle button is called the scroll button. the
third button that i have is the second button or the right click. it is not on a mouse, but looks like it

acts the same way. the fourth button is the forward button or the forward button. it also functions as
the scroll button as well. the way to get your mouse to work is for you to double click on the mouse
or the usb port, on the computer. it will sometimes say disconnected when you double click. if you

click again you will get a message that you have a new device. if not, double click again.
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the mouse itself is a bit bulky and this might be a problem if
youre trying to fit it in a small bag - but its also very well

built and has a great feel to it. its also very easy to find the
button youre looking for. however, like all things pc gaming,
setting up a controller is a bit of a hassle. you will need to

download an additional driver, configure the controller
correctly, and then install software to make sure that your

controller works with your mac. while we recommend a
mouse and keyboard (or a set of gamepads if youd prefer)
and that you have an xbox 360 controller, we will show you

how to make your mac act like a xbox 360 controller
anyway. the first step is to download the correct driver. as

we mentioned, the official xbox 360 controller isnt available
for the mac, but a third party has taken it upon themselves

to make a driver for it. this driver is available from colin
munro at tattiebogle.net and is called the rexus driver. the

rexus driver is not an officially licensed driver from
microsoft and is a third party driver that can be used to

create a xbox 360 controller for the mac. using this driver,
you can set up a gamepad in your mac that will act like an
official xbox 360 controller. this driver has been working

extremely well for a long time now, and is well supported by
many games. the rexus driver is designed to work on mac

os x 10.6 and later versions. weve tested it on os x 10.7 and
10.8 and it works fine, but we recommend that you test it
on a separate partition from your main mac os x install.

although colin munro at tattiebogle.net is the author of the
rexus driver, it has been developed for an age-old problem

which is that there is no officially released driver for the
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official xbox 360 controller on the mac. some unofficial
drivers have been developed, but they dont always work

properly and they are generally difficult to install.
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